Please visit the following website for resources: https://www.sandhillprimary.org.uk/parentinformation/school-closures-home-learning/

1. Explore it
Read the
extract from
the book
below,
thinking about
what is
happening and
the characters
you meet:

Tuesday: Making the Whole

Monday: Unit
and non unit
fractions
Wednesday: Tenths.

Friday:
Maths
challenge.

Thursday: Count in tenths

Monday: Research
some of the ways
we look after the
environment
already. Present
your research in an
exciting way. Do you
think we do enough
to look after the
environment or
should we do more?

Tuesday: The pages in this book create suspense whilst
allowing us to predict what the next thing will be to
help the world. Can you illustrate your own page to tell
us what something is that you do to help the world?

Wednesday: Research how each small activity in the
book helps the environment. Most of them have an
estimated. If you did this every day for 1 week/1
month/1 year, work out how much
money/electricity/carbon emissions you would save.
Think about what calculation you will have to do.

Thursday: Look at the Recyclable materials in your house, can you reuse
these items to make something useful such as a bug hotel or a bird
feeder?

Friday: How
has the
environment
changed over
the decades?
Present this in
your
preferred
way.

2. Illustrate it Re read the passage and draw
what you see in your imagination.

3. Talk about it
Read the extract again, or have someone read it
aloud to you. Think more about what you heard
and read

4. Imagine it - imagine you decide to take part in the race.

Tuesday: Think about 10 changes you can make
to change the world. Create a story map using
these things.
Monday:
Pick some
sentences
from the
book. Can
you up-level
them using
relative
clauses?

5. Create it Take
on the role of a
sports
commentator and
describe the start
of the event in
writing.

Wednesday: Write a poem about the things that
we can do to look after the planet.

Friday: Create an
explanation text
of how materials
get recycled.
What processes
do they go
through?

Thursday: Write a letter to Mrs Wilson to persuade her to make
changes in her schools to help the environment.

PHONICS: Every day - Watch the Read Write Inc phonics videos on YouTube. If you aren't sure which video your child needs to watch, get in touch and your class teacher

will help.

